GABRIELLE KENT | REX CROWLE & LUKE NEWELL

NOTES FOR KS2 TEACHERS

INTRODUCTION
Knights and Bikes by Gabrielle Kent is the new laugh-a-second, heart-warming adventure
for children in Years 3–4 starting to gain confidence in reading. It is the perfect class
reader for pupils aged 7+, providing several cross-curricular opportunities for discussions
around myths and legends, adventure writing, creating quirky characters, drawing
memorable settings and exploring important themes of friendship and belonging.
The reading questions and activities suggested here focus on comprehension, inference,
and retrieval skills, while also providing suggestions for cross-curricular links. Above all,
these notes work as an introduction to the themes and ideas within the book, giving
suggestions to enjoy it across different subjects and generate a love of reading in the
classroom – from creating comic strips, to performing television interviews with the
characters, to drawing maps leading to hidden treasure . . .

ABOUT THE BOOK
Welcome to the sleepy island of Penfurzy, where nothing exciting ever really happens.
Or does it?
Adventure awaits Demelza and her new best friend in the whole world, Nessa, as they
explore the island and uncover the mysteries of the Penfurzy Knights.
With a honking pet goose sidekick, quirky islanders and a legendary treasure to find, it's
up to Nessa and Demelza to ride their bikes, solve the puzzles before them, and face
down danger with frisbees, water-balloons, feathers .... and a toilet plunger.
Their friendship will warm your heart. Their bravery will make them legends.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1.

Look at the front cover of Knights and Bikes. What is happening between the two
characters? What sort of relationship do you think they might have? What is
different about this cover compared to other book covers that you have seen?

2.

What can you tell about the story from how it is laid out on page 1? What effect
do the illustrations and different font styles/sizes have on the reader?

3.

Who is Captain Honkers? What sort of relationship does he have with Demelza?
How can you tell? (pages 1–3)

4.

What do you learn about Demelza and Nessa on pages 8–13? List three things for
each of them. What can you tell about their personalities from these pages? How
do you predict they will get along?

5.

Why do you think the author decides to cut off the sentence on page 6: ‘It was a
night just like this when her own mother had ––‘? What does this suggest about
Demelza’s feelings? How important is Demelza’s mum in the story?

6.

What is the ‘Legend’ of the Penfurzy Knights? Summarise Demelza’s description
of the story on pages 21–23 into bullet points.

7.

How does Demelza feel about her dad’s decision to sell the caravan park and the
golf course? Why? Pick out key words and phrases that describe her emotions on
pages 50–51.

8.

What does the librarian mean when she describes the story of the Penfurzy
Knights as ‘legend masquerading as history’? What does she think about the
legend? What different attitudes do different characters in the story have
towards the legend? (page 72)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
9.

Why do you think the author decides to use words and phrases like ‘CRASH!’,
‘SMASH!’ and ‘CRUNCH-CRUNCH-CRUNCH!’ in Chapter 7? Can you find
examples of more words and phrases like this? How and why do they have an
impact on the reader?

10.

How does Nessa help Demelza on page 110? How does the relationship between
these two characters develop throughout the story?

11.

What do Demelza and Nessa discover about Demelza’s mum at the end of
Chapter 9? (pages 127–128)

12.

How does the author Gabrielle Kent create comedy in Knights and Bikes? Find
examples of where she uses the following techniques to make the reader laugh:
exaggeration, contrast, surprise or conflict.

13.

What is the effect of all the different knights speaking in Chapter 12 (pages
177–182)? How does the style of the dialogue between the knights transport you
back to a different time in history?

14.

What secrets or revelations do we hear in Chapter 15 (pages 220–225)? Why are
these important? How do Demelza and Nessa feel about these revelations?

15.

‘Demelza and Nessa create their own Legend in the story’. Do you agree with this
statement? What do you think is the most important theme or idea in Knights
and Bikes?

LITERACY
What is a myth and what is a legend?
Can you think of any other myths and legends that you’ve heard of?

Create your own mythical person or creature.

Look at the description of Demelza on page 8. Draw your own interpretation of Demelza’s
appearance and annotate it with words and phrases from the extract.

Choose a setting in your own town or city (it might be your playground or your back garden)
How can you make it seem more interesting and exciting? Where might any hidden treasure
lie? Write a description of your setting.

Create your own version of ‘The Treasure of the Penfurzy Knights’ notebook using the
description on page 28.

Read the end of Chapter 2 (page 30). How is this a cliffhanger? Carry on the story from
this point in your own words.

Choose a setting from the book to draw or paint – it might be the caravan park, the golf
course, or even Penfurzy Castle.

Design your own steed for a special quest. Will it be similar to ‘Princess Sparkle’, or will it
be more like ‘Neon Justice’? What will you call it? How will it represent your personality?
Read pages 59–62 for inspiration!

Look at the different metal warning signs covering the gate on page 80. What do you
notice about the language used in these signs? Create your own warning sign using
similar language.

Choose your favourite scene involving Demelza, Nessa and Honks. Create a comic strip to
present the action, including dialogue as well as the thoughts and feelings of the characters.

Choose one of the knight characters from Chapter 12 to bring into the present world.
Imagine a conversation with your chosen knight. What would he be interested to find
out the modern world? Write a piece of dialogue between you and your chosen knight.

Write a diary entry in role as Demelza at the beginning of the story, and at the end
of the story when she has completed her quest. How has her life changed?
How have her relationships changed?

DRAMA + SPEAKING AND
LISTENING
Create a film trailer for Knights and Bikes. What props will you use? Which scenes will you
choose to show to the audience? What will be your persuasive tagline?
Throughout the story, there are many moments of comedy. Choose your favourite funny
moment and recreate it in a freeze-frame, using facial expressions, body language, body
position and different levels to show the humour in the scene.
Create television interviews with Demelza and Nessa after they have completed their
quest. How can you show their feelings? How can you convey their personalities to the
audience?

HISTORY
The story in Knights and Bikes revolves around the fictional myths and legends of the island of
Penfurzy. What is the history of your own local area? Carry out research into the local community,
industry and culture. Are there any local myths and legends that you can present to the class?

In what period of history did knights and castles exist? Knights often had a coat of arms to
represent their family or loyalty. Create a coat of arms for your own fictional knight.

GEOGRAPHY
- What are the physical features of the fictional island of Penfurzy? Create a list of the natural
and man-made features that are mentioned in the story (use the description on page 25 to
help you). Why might some of these things exist? Can you Create a real-life clue-trail in your
school grounds, much like the one Demelza and Nessa follow on their quest. Draw a map
showing the layout of your school, including any important landmarks and physical features.
Remember to use a clear key and the points on a compass (North, South, East and West).
Mark an ‘X’ where there may be any hidden clues, or even treasure…
- Write directional instructions for someone else in the class to complete the clue-trail.

SOCIAL, PERSONAL AND HEALTH
EDUCATION | CITIZENSHIP
Friendship is one of the most important themes in Knights and Bikes – but what is it? Define the
term by creating two columns: ‘Examples of a Good Friend’ and ‘Examples of a Bad Friend’. Make
a list of situations or qualities in each column, discussing ideas with the class.

Write a letter to a special friend of yours entitled ‘Why You are a Legend’. Describe the
different reasons that you think your friend is a brilliant person and why you are grateful for
your friendship.

The story of Demelza and Nessa and the island of Penfurzy will continue with a second book in
the series. What do you think their next adventure will be? Create a cover for the next book.

